
Divide and Conquer Sorting

Algorithms which repeatibly split (ie. divide) their input to achieve (ie.
conquer) their end result are known as divide and conquer algorithms.

As an example, consider the following idea for sorting packs of cards:

• To sort a pack of cards, why not split the pack (eg. half it), and
then sort each part?

• Finally, glue the two sorted parts back together.



Question:

How do we sort the two parts?

Answer:

Why not apply our split and sort strategy again.

Clearly, this implies a use of recursion.



Algorithm: Divide and Conquer Sorting

Input: unsorted enumerated data structure of Comparable’s
Output: sorted data structure

if data structure has size 0 or 1 then
return the data structure {No work to do!}

end if
split the data structure into two parts, say unsorted1 and unsorted2

sort1 = result of applying divide and conquer algorithm to unsorted1

sort2 = result of applying divide and conquer algorithm to unsorted2

return the result of gluing together sort1 and sort2

The above sorting strategy is the basis of this weeks sorting algorithms.



Merge Sort

With merge sort we cut the data structure into two halfs along its
middle.

Should we implement merge sort using implicit or explicit memory
management?

ie. arrays or linked lists?



Problem 1

We need to be able to halve our data structure to be sorted.

• if we use explicit memory management (ie. arrays), we run the risk
of needing extra storage
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To solve this:

– re-indexing may be needed

– might need temporary arrays

• with implicit memory management (eg. linked lists), the extra
space will not be needed. We simply rearrange pointers.



Problem 2

We need to calculate our half or midway point.

• With explicit memory management, we can often use properties of
the data structure to determine this. For arrays, this is easily
calculated using the arrays length property.

• With implicit memory management, we need to traverse the data
structure. For linked lists, we traverse the nodes in our linked list
structure. This will cost time.



In describing the following merge gluing algorithm, we avoid any
explicit mention of array indexes by thinking of arrays (temporarily!) as
being similar to lists (ie. lets describe the algorithm using lists when we
mean arrays!!).

Actual implementations of this algorithm will have to perform some
indexing arithmetic.



Algorithm: Merge Sort Gluing - Explicit Memory Management

Input: Array1 and Array2 are ascendingly sorted arrays of
Comparable’s

Output: An array which contains Array1 and Array2 ascendingly
sorted
merged array = empty array
while Array1 is not empty and Array2 is not empty do

if first element of Array1 ≤ first element of Array2 then
move first element of Array1 to the last position of merged array

else
move first element of Array2 to the last position of merged array

end if
end while
while Array1 is not empty do

move first element of Array1 to the last position of merged array
end while
while Array2 is not empty do

move first element of Array2 to the last position of merged array
end while
return the merged array

Merge sort is more efficient for implicitly memory managed data
structures (eg. linked lists) than explicitly memory managed data
structures (eg. arrays). We will see this in the practical.



Complexity of Merge Sort

Merging or gluing two sorted data structures (say Item1 and Item2)
takes:

O(n1+n2) (ie. linear) time

where n1 = Item1 size and n2 = Item2 size.

Performing the merge sort algorithm itself takes:

O(nlog(n)) (ie. log-linear) time in the worst case

where n = data structure size.



Quick Sort

Quick sort works in a very similar manner to Merge sort.

However, when we split our data structure into two, Quick sort does
this in such a way that all elements in one part are below the elements
in the other part.

• in this way, remerging our two sorted parts will amount to simply
appending or joining the two parts together.

How can we arrange for this to happen?



We achieve this as follows:

• first pick an element of the data structure (this element is called the
pivot element)

• we now define two parts as follows:

– part 1 consists of all the elements below the pivot (ie. <)

– part 2 consists of all the elements above the pivot (ie. ≥)



Ideally, the pivot should be chosen to be in the middle.

eg. with the list [5, 2, 1, 9, 3, 8, 7] a good pivot would be 5 (since the list
elements range from 1 to 9 and 4 or 5 is a mid point).

1 and 9 would be poor pivot elements.

Good choices of pivot elements will lead to a faster sorting algorithm.



Algorithm: Quick Sort - Explicit Memory Management

Input: An array of Comparable’s
Output: An array which will be sorted ascendingly

if input array length ≤ 1 then
return input array {No work to do!}

end if
choose a pivot element {eg. middle element of input array}
left array = all elements of input array < pivot element
right array = all elements of input array ≥ pivot element
sorted left array = Quick sort algorithm(left array)
sorted right array = Quick sort algorithm(right array)
return sorted left array followed by sorted right array



Complexity of Quick Sort

The best and average running times for quick sort are:

O(nlog(n))

where n = data structure size.

However, quick sort has a worst case running time of:

O(n2)!


